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About the ERDI  
Instructor Courses

......................................................
The Instructor Trainer Manual Part 1, along with this section Part 4, are 
used to train new ERDI Instructors, The Instructor Trainer will be directed 
to Part 1 or Part 4 during the training process.

A PowerPoint® presentation has been developed to complement the 
trainer manual to supplement the training process. 

Naturally, this information may be supplemented by the instructor based 
upon past experience combined with local customs, governmental bodies 
and regulations and the local diving environment.

Objectives
The object of this program is to: 

• Introduce the instructor candidate to ERDI

• Introduce the candidate to all of the programs they will be 
qualified to teach

• Introduce the candidate to all of the instructor materials and 
student materials for those programs they will be teaching

• Demonstrate how to use all of the support materials to teach 
those programs

• Teach the instructor “How to Conduct” each of those programs, 
listing helpful hints on “How to Teach” academics as well as 
possible problems they may experience in the pool /confined 
water and open water sessions and ways to handle those problems 

• Demonstrate how to register and certify ERDI Divers and 
Leadership levels

• Demonstrate knowledge about the available levels for most 
ERDI Diver Levels listed below
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ERDI Levels
Many of the ERDI programs can be taught at several levels in accordance 
with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) guidelines. The level of 
participation in the practical portion of the course will determine the final 
level of certification. The classification levels are: Awareness, Operations 
and Technician. All ERDI programs are available to public safety professi-
onals regardless of their position within a department.

Awareness
The Awareness level can be completed simply by doing the online academics 
for the ERDI course of interest. Upon completion of any of the online ERDI 
Academy courses, an individual will receive an awareness level certificate. 
For additional insight and understanding of the course, the individual can 
audit the practical session.

Operations
The Operations level course requires the participant to complete the online 
academics and also participate in the non-diving segments of the Operations 
level course taught by an ERDI Instructor. Depending on the program an 
individual is completing, this portion of the training shows how to properly 
perform and/or supervise non-diving emergency response duties.

Technician
The Technician level is the final step and requires the participant to complete 
the required number of practical training sessions under the supervision of 
an ERDI Instructor. Here the individual will apply what they have lear-
ned during the awareness and skill-development sessions, while learning 
practical lessons that can only be gained through first hand experience and 
practice.
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